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During the last several months NAH teachers and students have undertaken two service projects to improve our neighborhood. The GREEN TEAM, an environmental action component of the NAH program, offered by Sr. Pat, involves young folks understanding environmental concerns and seeking ways to address them. With a $1,000 grant from the Erie Community Foundation, and in conjunction with the Redevelopment Department Office of the City of Erie, the team adopted a vacant lot at 10th and Parade Streets, Weeding, soil removal, mulching and planting, flowers were planted in a mulched-faced bed. The planting of a crap apple tree and the placement of a stone bench completed the project’s design. Throughout the remainder of the summer, student volunteers watered the flowers and kept the area neat and tidy. The GREEN TEAM invites the ECF for funding this project, and the Authority for continuing to move the plan.

The second project was right in our own backyard. The Emmaus Grow and Urban Farm School was developed right behind the Art House building early in the summer. As a partner in the project, the organization committed to providing ceramic markers for each of the individual raised beds. During their very first days of summer vacation, six children gave up their free time to join Sister Peg in the Day Studio where they made 45 markers, each one unique and themed for the garden. Melanie represented the group of students as a participant in the dedication ceremony held in July.

LONGTIME NAH FRIEND AND TEACHER RETIRES

The families of NAH students will certainly know that something is missing in their weekly curriculum. At Grace’s 8th birthday celebration this fall, the beautiful flower arrangements made by their children will no longer grace their tables on Tuesday evenings. Joe Wieczorek, owner of Bridal Flower Shop, is retiring after 25 years of instructing students in the art of floral arrangement. Over the years Joe has donated thousands of flowers from deep red roses to bright yellow daisies. We miss you Joe, not only for the beautiful floral arrangements you created for our community, but also for the presence among us of one who generously shared his talents, time, and great love for the children of Erie’s inner city.

EXIT OF PARTICULAR NOTE:

Grace’s parents and grandparents extended her gift of a year of cello lessons to the Neighborhood Art House. Although we would like to suggest other gift ideas, your gift tastes many inner city children in their pursuit of beauty.

DONOR CORNER

Thank you for your generous contributions to the Neighborhood Art House. May you have reached the satisfaction of knowing that your gift benefits this unique Birmingham-based arts program, with a couple of requests for making it happen.

GRACE KALIVODA and FAMILY:

Grace’s parents and grandparents and her family, and to all who remember our inner-city children when they plan family events.

WISH LIST

Gift cards to art/crafts stores
Air dry clay
Wax paper
Fabric stores
Project paper
Urban Farm School was developed right behind the Art House building early in the summer. As a partner in the project, the organization committed to providing ceramic markers for each of the individual raised beds. During their very first days of summer vacation, six children gave up their free time to join Sister Peg in the Day Studio where they made 45 markers, each one unique and themed for the garden. Melanie represented the group of students as a participant in the dedication ceremony held in July.

YEARS OF SERVICE:

IN 2013
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This amazing “day of giving” was full—of students (125 each week), full of activity (in class and field trips), full of fun!

2013 SUMMER PROGRAM:

2013 WORTHY FORUMS:
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Classical Concert Thrills Students

Sixty-five children listened with wonder and watched with rapt attention as Kirill Kaimykov and Julie Haeger, professional musicians based in Calgary, Canada, took them on a trip around the world through the magic of classical music. Kirill, originally from Russia during the days of the Soviet Union, spent several years in Erie studying at Mercyhurst University. He knew the Benedectine Sisters well, and was very interested in the concept of the Art House which was just being developed. They were excited to see the Art House for the first time and to offer an extraordinary opportunity for the children to experience fine music “up close.” We are grateful to Kirill and Julie for their gift to the Neighborhood Art House.

Above, students enjoy a professional performance “up close and personal.” At left, Kirill offers performance tips to Laura Taylor, age 9, who is a year-round student.
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